IS EXTRAfacIAL ROSACEA OR THE COEXISTENCE OF ROSACEA AND POLYMORPH LIGHT ERUPTION?

EKSTRAFASIYAL ROZASE MI, ROZASE VE POLIMORF IŞIK ERÜPSİYONU BIRLIKTELİĞİ MI?
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ABSTRACT

Rosacea is readily diagnosed in the clinical practice and may unusually present with extrafacial involvement. This clinical picture, known as extrafacial rosacea, has been reported to be confused with various diseases besides photodermatoses in the literature. Coexistence with polymorphic light eruption and rosacea have not been reported to date as far as we know, and here we present a case displaying that this coexistence should come to mind in patients if extrafacial rosacea is considered.
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ÖZET

Klinikte kolaylıkla tanı konulan rozase çok nadir de olsa atipik şekilde yüz dışında tutulumu ile de karşımıza çıkabilmektedir. Ekstrafasiyel rozase olarak bilinen bu tablonun literatürde fotodermatozlar dışında çeşitli hastalıklara da karıştırıldığı belirtilmiştir. Polimorf ışık erüpsiyonu ve rozase birlikteliği bildiğimiz kadarıyla bugüne kadar bildirilmemiş olup burada bu birlikteliğin ekstrafasiyel rozase düşünülen hastalarda akla gelmesi gerektiğini gösteren bir olgu sunulmaktadır.
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INTRODUCTION
Rosacea is usually easily recognized in clinical practice with its typical history and clinical findings, though its presentation with extrafacial involvement can be confusing, which can sometimes cause difficulty in diagnosis. We would like to present this phenomenon to emphasize that it is necessary to include the concurrence of “rosacea and polymorphic light eruption (PLE)” in the differential diagnosis of this unusual picture, which is known as extrafacial rosacea (ER).

Case
A 47-year-old female patient was admitted in May 2018 with an itchy lesion that started on the right forearm two and a half weeks ago and markedly increased on the face and over her arms after intense sun exposure 5 days ago. It was learned that the complaints in her arms first appeared at the beginning of the summer season last year, and there was a known rosacea history for two years. Patient with known hypothyroidism and diabetes mellitus has denied any drug use except levothyroxine and metformin. She had no photosynthetic food consumption story. Her personal and family history was unremarkable. Systemic findings and laboratory findings were normal. On the dermatologic examination, numerous papules and pustules on erythematous and edematous plaques in the malar areas, nose, forehead, chin, and telangiectasia in the bilateral malar areas were observed. In the right forearm, an erythematous, edematous plaque at the size of 5x9 cm, with an about 1 cm hemorrhagic crust in its center and several erythematous papules in the bilateral forearm and hand dorsum were observed (Figure 1). The histopathological examination of the face revealed mild perifolliculitis, dermal telangiectatic vessels and lymphohistiocytic cells (Figure 2a). The histopathological examination of the forearm revealed acanthosis, spongiosis in the epidermis and marked edema in papillary dermis (Figure 2b). Topical steroids were applied to lesions in his forearms, topical 10% sulphur cream on her face was recommended, and 100 mg/day systemic doxycycline was initiated. After 2 weeks, the complaints of the patient, except for a residual erythema, significantly improved.

Discussion
Extrafacial rosacea was first described in 1967 by Fountain and Sarkany, who reported a patient with typical rosacea findings affecting the face and neck accompanied by papules on the arm and wrist. In 1969, Marks and Jones published a large series of 14 cases, including the case of Fountain and Sarkany, previously defined as ER (1). However, in 1963 Ayra reported papulopustular lesions in the bald scalp region of a male patient as “rosacea-like demodicosis” (2). Although the term ER is not used, it may be claimed that this is actually the first case reported in the literature. The case series reported by Marx and Jones were mean 48±10.7 (18-61 years) years old and most were female (male/female: 4/10) with accompanying eye involvement in 5 patients. These patients with neck, forearm, upper arm, leg, thigh, wrist, hand-foot dorsum, finger, chest and hip involvement accompanying the facial involvement of the patients were described as “disseminated rosacea” (1). Later, in a small number of case series and case reports, patients with ER who have the presternal area, back, nipple, abdominal region, scalp and
is suggestive of ER. Approximately half of the patients diseases difficult, although the presence of other triggers peripheral regions will make the distinction of these 2 PLE and the similar picture of the ER in the face and the ER from the PLE. The monomorphic nature of the duration of complaints are useful in distinguishing exposed areas, the presence of ocular involvement, and include those of the PLE. The involvement of non-sun-exposed areas (6). Contrary to the "polymorphic reticulo-erythemas, papulo-vesicules, plaques, vesicles fact, it is important to distinguish rosacea from PLE that they are not included in the usual clinical picture. In scar development may be seen in cases where lesions are pattern that usually occurs in the same regions. Crust or variation" in the clinic, each patient has a monomorphic sun-exposed areas (6). Considering the limited number of reported cases, it can be thought that ER is extremely rare. There is no extensive prevalence study in the literature. Dupont evaluated 138 rosacea patients in 1986 for extrafacial involvement and reported that only 3 (2 females, 1 males) had telangiectatic papules in the neck region (9). Although the diagnosis of the patients was not supported by biopsy, it is thought that extrafacial involvement may occur in 2.2% of patients with rosacea. Although it facilitates excluding the concurrence of PLE and rosacea because the papules are telangiectatic, the lack of biopsy still suggests this suspicion. ER may be thought to be frequently overlooked in clinical practice due to diagnostic difficulty. The extrafacial areas in which rosacea may arise should be routinely examined in facial rosacea patients and extrafacial involvement of rosacea should not be missed in the differential diagnosis of photodermatoses.

The most common disease among photodermatoses is PLE, which usually occurs in women aged 20-40 years after exposure to intense sunlight. There may be lesions ranging from symmetric, itchy papules, reticulo-erythemas, papulo-vesicules, plaques, vesicles and erythema multiforme-like lesions, especially in sun-exposed areas (6). Contrary to the "polymorphic variety" in the clinic, each patient has a monomorphic pattern that usually occurs in the same regions. Crust or scar development may be seen in cases where lesions are irritated by intense itching, as in our case even though they are not included in the usual clinical picture. In fact, it is important to distinguish rosacea from PLE that are rarely seen in areas such as face and are constantly exposed to sunlight during winter. ER involvement areas include those of the PLE. The involvement of non-sun-exposed areas, the presence of ocular involvement, and the duration of complaints are useful in distinguishing the ER from the PLE. The monomorphic nature of the PLE and the similar picture of the ER in the face and peripheral regions will make the distinction of these 2 diseases difficult, although the presence of other triggers such as alcohol, pain, heat, stress in addition to the sun is suggestive of ER. Approximately half of the patients reported by Mark and Jones with definite histopathologic diagnoses had symptoms similar to PLE at the end of spring. This suggests that the combination of the two diseases should not be missed. In such ER cases in the literature have been reported to be initially treated with false diagnoses such as seborrhoeic dermatitis, tinea incognito, contact dermatitis (5,7,10-12). The coexistence of PLE and ER whose pathogenesis and histopathology are different is plausible as both are photodermatoses; though it has not been reported so far to the best of our knowledge. However, in our opinion, some cases thought to be ER and not confirmed by a biopsy may actually have such coexistence. In the literature, this possibility is not discussed before as far as we know.

The presence of papulopustular lesions on the basis of centrofacial erythema and telangiectasia in the present patient suggested rosacea and the diagnosis was confirmed by biopsy. The presence of papules and plaques with clinical features similar to the lesions in the face and the bilateral forearms suggested the diagnosis of ER. However, the fact that the patient had similar lesions in his forearms 1 year earlier and at the beginning of the summer, extrafacial lesions after the intense sun exposure, the absence of vascular ectasia, perifollicular infiltration in biopsy, and the presence of the significant papillary edema led to the PLE diagnosis that accompanied the rosacea picture.

In conclusion, in some patients thought to have ER, especially if the triggering factor is thought to be the sun, and the episodic picture is available, history and examination may be required to confirm the diagnosis, even if consistent with rosacea and a biopsy of the extrafacial lesion may be required to exclude the PLE. Direct immunofluorescence may also be required to exclude subacute lupus erythematosus in some patients. In the literature, the association of rosacea and PLE has not been reported before as far as we know. The present case offers an opportunity to stress that this rare coexistence should be kept in mind in the differential diagnosis of ER.
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